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One problem in studying the neural basis of semantic memory using functional neuroimaging is that it is
often difficult to disentangle activation associated
with semantic memory retrieval from that associated
with episodic memory encoding and retrieval. To address this issue, a novel homophone task was used in
which subjects were PET scanned whilst learning a
series of real words (e.g., prey). In a subsequent scan,
the subjects were presented with homophone pairs
(e.g., prey vs pray) and were required to choose the
one that had been shown previously. In two corresponding baseline tasks, the subjects were scanned
whilst learning and recognizing pronounceable nonwords. Thus, while all of these tasks recruited either
episodic memory encoding or retrieval processes, only
the homophone tasks involved semantic memory retrieval. A conjunction analysis designed to isolate activation associated with semantic memory retrieval,
revealed changes in several left lateral frontal regions
(BA 9/10, 9/45), the left middle temporal cortex (BA 21),
and in the left inferior temporoparietal cortex (BA 39).
In contrast, a conjunction analysis designed to isolate
activation associated with episodic memory encoding,
revealed significant changes in the left hippocampus,
as well as in the frontopolar cortex (BA 10) bilaterally,
the left inferior parietal cortex (BA 40), and the left
superior temporal gyrus (BA 22, 28). The present results clarify and extend recent attempts to understand
the neural basis of semantic memory retrieval, by actively controlling for the confounding effects of episodic memory encoding and retrieval processes. © 2002
Elsevier Science (USA)

INTRODUCTION
The human declarative memory system is often assumed to comprise two distinct components, semantic
and episodic memory. Semantic memory is our store of
general knowledge of the world, facts, concepts, objects
and the meanings of words. In contrast, episodic mem1053-8119/02 $35.00
© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
All rights reserved.

ory refers to the conscious recollection of personal experiences from the past which are specific in time and
place (Tulving, 1972, 1983). The relationship between
episodic and semantic memory is highly controversial,
and in particular, there is a great interest in whether
these two memory systems are cognitively and neurally dissociable (Graham et al., 2000).
A number of recent functional imaging studies have
attempted to investigate semantic memory directly using a variety of tasks, including word generation, (generating a verb in response to a presented noun, e.g.,
Petersen et al., 1989; Wise et al., 1991, verbal fluency,
e.g., Frith et al., 1991, and completion of word stems,
e.g., Buckner et al., 1995a), semantic judgement or
categorisation tests, in which subjects are instructed to
make judgements about the properties (e.g., positive
versus negative words) of presented stimuli (Démonet
et al., 1994; Price et al., 1997a; Jennings et al., 1998)
and, semantic association tests, in which subjects are
instructed to learn relationships between stimuli (e.g.,
between a word category and an exemplar, Fletcher et
al., 1995). Other studies have investigated semantic
memory less directly by using episodic memory encoding tasks that place a demand on semantic memory
processes (Kapur et al., 1994a). For example, Kapur et
al. (1994a) scanned subjects while they remembered
visually presented real words (episodic memory encoding) either by making a semantic decision (living/nonliving; semantic memory retrieval) or a perceptual decision (the presence of the letter a) about each word.
Whether semantic memory has been investigated
directly or indirectly, a network of regions, predominantly in the left hemisphere, has been typically activated (Petersen et al., 1989; Wise et al., 1991; Démonet
et al., 1992, 1994; Vandenberghe et al., 1996; Mummery et al., 1996; Wiggs et al., 1999; for review see
Price, 1998). The left temporal lobe has been identified
as being important to semantic processing and two
regions that have been consistently implicated are the
anterior inferior temporal cortex and the posterior
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temporoparietal cortex. For example, Vandenberghe et
al. (1996) used positron emission tomography (PET) to
scan healthy subjects while they carried out a semantic
association task based on the Pyramid and Palm Trees
Test (Howard and Patterson, 1992). Semantic processing was associated with an extensive region of significant regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) change in the
left hemisphere extending from the superior occipital
gyrus through the middle and inferior temporal cortex
to the inferior frontal gyrus.
Although many studies of semantic memory have
focused on the role of the temporal lobe, regions in the
left lateral frontal cortex have also been implicated in
functional neuroimaging studies (Backman et al.,
1997; Binder et al., 1999; Buckner et al., 1995a, b;
Dalla Barba et al., 1998; Frith et al., 1991; Kapur et al.,
1994a, b; Lepage et al., 2000; Martin et al., 1995, 1996;
Mummery et al., 1998; Petersen et al., 1989, Poldrack,
1999; Ricci et al., 1999; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997,
1999; Vandenberghe et al., 1996; Wagner et al., 1997;
Wiggs et al., 1999; Wise et al., 1991). For example, left
inferior prefrontal cortex activation has been reported
when a variety of semantic retrieval tasks have been
compared to various control conditions, including rest
(Wise et al., 1991), orthographic decision (Demb et al.,
1995; Kapur et al., 1994a), visual decision (Vandenberghe et al., 1996), meaningless symbol viewing (Petersen et al., 1989), and pseudoword viewing (Petersen
et al., 1990). While these results suggest that the left
inferior frontal cortex is involved in the retrieval of
semantic memory, there are two issues that complicate
this interpretation. First, a small number of functional
neuroimaging tasks have failed to activate the left
inferior frontal cortex during tasks that undoubtedly
involve semantic memory. For example, several studies have compared semantic decisions about real words
(e.g., living vs nonliving) with phonological decisions
about non-words (Binder et al., 2000; Démonet et al.,
1992, 1994; Pugh et al., 1996; Shaywitz et al., 1995)
and have not reported left prefrontal cortex activation.
Second, neuropsychological studies have suggested
that, whilst left prefrontal lesions patients may be
impaired in their ability to generate semantically related words, this is not due to a deficit in semantic
retrieval, but rather in other processes such as word
selection that are required in word generation tasks
(Swick and Knight, 1996; Thompson-Schill et al.,
1998). Moreover, left prefrontal lesion patients have
normal language comprehension, with lesions to the
temporal lobe being most often associated with impairments of semantic memory (Hodges et al., 1992, 1995;
Saffran and Schwartz, 1994).
The present study was designed to elucidate further
the role of the left prefrontal cortex and different regions within the left temporal lobe in semantic memory
using a novel homophone decision task. In many previous investigations of semantic memory it has been
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difficult to differentiate activation associated with semantic memory retrieval from that associated with
episodic memory encoding and retrieval. Although
there is evidence to suggest that episodic and semantic
memory are dissociable (Graham et al., 2000; Parkin,
1982; Wood et al., 1982), it has been suggested that the
accessing of semantic memory is closely linked to the
encoding of episodic memory (Craik and Lockhart,
1972). This link between semantic memory retrieval
and episodic memory encoding is evident in typical
episodic memory tasks. For example, while learning a
specific stimulus, a subject invariably retrieves information about the stimulus (e.g., semantic memory retrieval) as well as remembering the context in which
the stimulus was presented (episodic memory encoding).
In order to disentangle semantic memory processes
per se from those associated with episodic memory
encoding and retrieval, in this study subjects were PET
scanned whilst learning a series of real nonliving
words with available homophone counterparts (Homophone encoding, e.g., prey). In a subsequent scan, the
subjects were then presented with the remembered
words paired with the corresponding homophone counterparts (Homophone retrieval, e.g., prey vs pray) and
were required to choose the one that had been presented previously. In two corresponding baseline tasks,
subjects were first scanned while learning a series of
pronounceable nonwords (Verbal encoding, e.g., sligerit) and then while recognizing learned words from
pairs of similar nonwords (Verbal retrieval, e.g., sligerit
vs seigerit). Thus, while the homophone and verbal
encoding and retrieval tasks differed in terms of their
episodic memory demands (e.g., the encoding tasks
recruited episodic memory encoding whilst the retrieval tasks recruited episodic memory retrieval), only
the two homophone tasks involved the retrieval of semantic knowledge since the subjects were explicitly
instructed to encode and retrieve the words on the
basis of their meanings. However, neither of the homophone tasks involved semantic encoding processing in
the sense that the subjects were not required to learn
any new facts or word meanings. Accordingly, it was
expected that the similarities between the two homophone tasks (when compared to their corresponding
baseline tasks) would reveal those regions involved in
semantic memory retrieval. In contrast, the similarities between the homophone encoding and verbal encoding tasks (when compared to their corresponding
retrieval tasks) would reveal regions involved in episodic memory encoding whilst the similarities between
the homophone retrieval and verbal retrieval tasks
(when compared to their corresponding encoding tasks)
would reveal regions involved in episodic memory retrieval.
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METHODS
Subjects
Eight healthy subjects were scanned in total. However, one subject’s scans could not be used in the data
analysis due to irreversible corruption of the data set
at acquisition. Of the seven subjects who were included
in the analysis, five were right-handed males and two
were right handed females. The age of the subjects
varied between 21 and 61 years (mean age ⫽ 40.14
years). Although the age range was broad, an analysis
of subgroups revealed no systematic differences, either
behaviourally or in terms of rCBF, between the four
youngest subjects and the three older subjects. In addition, in a related study using the same volunteers
(scanned at the same time on related memory tasks),
very similar patterns of activation were observed in
young and old subjects (Lee et al., 2000). Accordingly,
age was not considered to be an important variable and
the subject group was analysed as a whole throughout.
Image Acquisition and Data Analysis
Two PET scans for each experimental condition were
obtained for each subject using the General Electrics
Advance system. This produces 35 simultaneous image
slices per scan at an intrinsic resolution of approximately 4.0 ⫻ 5.0 ⫻ 4.5 mm. For each scan, rCBF was
measured using the bolus H 2 15O methodology. Subjects
received a 20-s intravenous bolus of H 2 15O through a
forearm cannula at a concentration of 300 Mbq ml ⫺1
and a flow rate of 10 ml min ⫺1 just prior to PET data
acquisition. With this method, each scan provides an
image of rCBF integrated over a period of 90 s from
when the tracer first enters the cerebral circulation.
Twelve PET scans were performed on each subject,
although only 8 of these are relevant to the present
study. The scans were pre-processed individually and
then combined with the other subjects’ scans for collective statistical analysis using the Statistical Parametric Mapping 99 (SPM 99) packages provided by the
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology (London, UK). For preprocessing, the scans were (1) realigned to the first scan and then post-hoc to a created
mean, (2) normalized for global CBF value and also
spatially normalised to conform to the standard brain
described by Talairach and Tournoux (1988) and (3)
spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel
at 16 mm. For each subject, a 3-D MRI volume (256 ⫻
256 ⫻ 128 pixels, 3 mm thick) was also acquired using
a 0.5T system, re-sliced and spatially normalized. This
was coregistered with the PET data to allow direct
anatomical localisation of regions with statistically significant change between conditions.
For the statistical analysis, the global CBF value
was averaged across subjects for each activation state.
Blood flow changes between each condition were then

estimated for each voxel according to the general linear
model, as implemented by the method of SPM. An
intensity threshold set at P ⱕ 0.001 (uncorrected for
multiple comparisons) was applied for activations occurring within the lateral frontal and temporal cortices
(Worsley et al., 1992, 1996). This uncorrected threshold
was applied since many previous functional neuroimaging studies of semantic (see Introduction) and episodic memory (for review see Cabeza and Nyberg,
2000) have reported activation in these regions. Since
no predictions were made with regard to regions outside the lateral frontal and temporal lobes, a corrected
intensity threshold of P ⱕ 0.05 was applied to the rest
of the brain. This threshold, based on 3-D Gaussian
random field theory, predicts the likelihood of obtaining a false positive in an extended 3-D field.
Procedure and Tasks
Two experimental tasks and two baseline tasks were
employed in this study and we refer to these as Homophone Encoding, Homophone Retrieval, Verbal Encoding, and Verbal Retrieval, respectively. Each of these
was performed twice and different sets of stimuli were
used each time a particular task was performed. Each
scan lasted 90 s and the subjects were required to start
each of the tasks approximately 10 s before the scan
began.
An encoding task was always followed directly by its
retrieval counterpart but in order to minimise any
confusion between stimuli, a 4-scan gap was always
imposed between two scans of the same task. Furthermore, in order to eliminate any possible effects of task
order, the sequence in which the tasks were administered was systematically varied across subjects. The
stimuli used in all the tasks were strings of large light
blue letters in the middle of a black background and
were presented on a touch-sensitive screen. The screen
was suspended at a distance of approximately 0.50 m
above the subject and was positioned such that the
subject could see and comfortably touch the screen.
The subjects were given instructions for each task
and a practice condition during the 8-minute interval
between scans. In each of the encoding tasks, the subjects were required to remember 15 stimuli, presented
three times each to give 45 stimulus presentations in
all. The stimuli were presented in a pseudo-random
order within each run of 15 and were organised across
runs such that identical stimuli did not occur too
closely together in time. The presentation was selfpaced and the subjects were required to touch each
stimulus on the screen in order to move from one stimulus to the next. Prior to scanning the subjects were
trained to spend approximately 2 s looking at each
stimulus. If the subjects failed to follow this instruction
during the scan then the stimulus would automatically
disappear from the screen after 2 s. After each encod-
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ing task, the subjects were explicitly instructed not to
rehearse the learnt stimuli during the delay that followed. Instead, an experimenter-paced reminder of all
the learnt stimuli was presented just prior to the start
of the corresponding retrieval task. In each of the retrieval tasks, the subjects were presented with the
stimuli from the corresponding encoding task, each
paired with a similar but unfamiliar stimulus. The
order of presentation was again random and different
from that in the encoding tasks. The subjects were
required to touch the stimulus they had seen previously and this automatically led to the next trial. Reaction time and accuracy data were collected during
each of the scans.
Each of the encoding and retrieval tasks was designed to encourage the subjects to learn and recall
different aspects of the stimuli presented. Thus, the
verbal tasks emphasized the verbal (i.e., phonological)
nature of the stimuli whilst the homophone tasks emphasised the semantic (i.e., conceptual) nature of the
stimuli.
Experimental Tasks
Homophone encoding (Fig. 1.1a). The subjects were
presented with a series of 15 common words (e.g., prey)
with available homophone counterparts which were of
the same letter length (e.g., pray) and which varied in
spelling by only one or two letters. The words were
presented in lower case letters and in an identical font.
Since real words were used and the verbal and visual
properties of the stimuli would be of minimal use in the
retrieval task, this condition was designed to emphasize the use of semantic processing mechanisms and
discourage the subjects from using visually or verbally
mediated strategies to encode the stimuli.
Homophone retrieval (Fig. 1.1b). The subjects were
presented with each stimulus from the homophone encoding condition paired with their homophone counterparts, which had identical phonological properties and
were visually similar but with entirely different semantic meanings. To fully discourage retrieval based
on encoded visual information, the stimuli were presented in upper case letters and in a font different to
that used in the encoding task. Since the two-choice
stimuli differed mainly in terms of their semantic properties, the emphasis on this task was on semantic
access. Table 1.1 lists all the homophone pairs used in
the semantic tasks.
Baseline Tasks
Verbal encoding (Fig. 1.2a). The subjects were presented with pronounceable nonwords (e.g., sligerit),
each in lower case letters and in an identical font.
Nonwords were selected which did not resemble, nor
comprise, real words. Since the nonwords had visual
characteristics that would be of minimal use in the
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subsequent retrieval task, this condition was designed
to emphasise the use of phonological mechanisms and
discourage the subjects from using visually mediated
strategies from encoding.
Verbal retrieval (Fig. 1.2b). The subjects were presented with each stimulus from the verbal encoding
condition paired with unfamiliar nonwords, which
were visually similar but nevertheless had distinct verbal properties (e.g., SLIGERIT vs SEIGERIT). In order
to de-emphasise the visual properties of the stimuli
further, the words were presented in upper case letters
and in a different font to that used during the encoding
condition. Since the two-choice stimuli differed mainly
in terms of their verbal properties, the emphasis on
this task was on verbal retrieval. Table 1.2 lists all the
nonword pairs used in the control tasks.
RESULTS
Performance
The average performance on both of the retrieval
tasks was above 90%, with scores on verbal retrieval
being slightly more accurate (95.7% mean correct) than
those for homophone retrieval (92.5% mean correct).
The mean reaction times for the verbal retrieval tasks
and homophone retrieval were 2.244 and 2.054 s, respectively. Two-tailed paired t tests indicated that the
differences between the mean scores (t ⫽ 0.897, P ⫽
0.40) and the mean reaction times (t ⫽ 1.613, P ⫽
0.158) were not significant.
Blood-Flow Changes
The statistical analysis of blood flow changes was
designed to identify the cortical areas that are involved
in semantic memory retrieval and episodic memory
encoding and retrieval. Accordingly, a number of comparisons, defined a priori, were conducted between specific conditions. The results of these analyses, in terms
of statistically significant differences in rCBF, are reported below and details are given in Tables 2– 4, along
with corresponding stereotaxic coordinates based on
the brain atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988).
Semantic memory retrieval. A conjunction analysis
was carried out on two direct comparisons between the
two homophone tasks and their respective baselines
(e.g., homophone encoding minus verbal encoding and
homophone retrieval minus verbal retrieval). Conjunction analyses identify significant changes in blood flow
across independent subtractions that are, in addition,
not significantly different from each other (Price et al.,
1997b; Price and Friston, 1997). Thus, this global comparison was designed to identify significant changes in
blood flow that were specific to semantic memory retrieval irrespective of episodic memory encoding or retrieval processes. Significant regions of rCBF were ob-
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FIG. 1.1. Schematic representation of (a) Homophone encoding task; (b) Homophone retrieval task.
FIG. 1.2. Schematic representation of (a) Verbal encoding task; (b) Verbal retrieval task.

served only in the left hemisphere (see Fig. 2), in the
left superior frontal cortex (BA 9/10), the left dorsolateral frontal cortex (BA 9/45), the left middle temporal
cortex (BA 21), and the left inferior temporoparietal
cortex (BA 37, 39).
Episodic memory encoding. A conjunction analysis
of the subtractions Homophone Encoding minus Homo-

phone Retrieval and Verbal Encoding minus Verbal
Retrieval was conducted to identify significant regions
of rCBF associated with episodic memory encoding,
irrespective of the type of task (e.g., homophone encoding or verbal encoding). In the left hemisphere, significant regions of rCBF change were observed in the
frontopolar cortex (BA 10), the inferior parietal cortex
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showing the regions of significant rCBF change associated with semantic memory retrieval.
FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the significant left hippocampal activation (P ⬍ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) associated
with episodic memory encoding.

(BA 40), the superior temporal cortex (BA 21, 38), and
the hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus (see Fig. 3).
In the right hemisphere, significant regions of rCBF
change were observed in the medial frontal cortex (BA
10), the frontopolar cortex and the superior temporal
cortex (BA 22).
Episodic memory retrieval. A conjunction analysis
of the subtractions Homophone Retrieval minus Homophone Encoding and Verbal Retrieval minus Verbal
Encoding was conducted to identify significant regions
of rCBF associated with episodic memory retrieval,
irrespective of the type of task (e.g., homophone retrieval or verbal retrieval). Significant regions of rCBF
change were observed in the left prestriate cortex (BA

18) and the right striate cortex (BA 17). No significant
rCBF changes were observed more anteriorly.
DISCUSSION
Given that semantic memory processes are invariably linked with episodic memory processes (Craik and
Lockhart, 1972), the current study adopted a novel
experimental paradigm to isolate the neural correlates
of semantic memory retrieval. By using two pairs of
episodic memory encoding and retrieval tasks, one that
did place a demand on semantic memory retrieval (homophone encoding and retrieval) and one that did not
(verbal encoding and retrieval), it was possible to use a
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TABLE 1.1
Homophone Pairs Used (15 Pairs for Each Homophone
Encoding-Retrieval Set)
Homophone learnt
during encoding

Distracter homophone
during retrieval

Course
Real
Soar
Beach
Stair
Cheap
Stake
Peel
Ware
Pare
Bail
Pane
Prey
Peak
Steal
Leak
Bare
Hale
Mail
Weak
Sale
Hair
Fare
Dye
Pail
Lone
Sow
Mane
Brake
Pour

Coarse
Reel
Sore
Beech
Stare
Cheep
Steak
Peal
Wear
Pair
Bale
Pain
Pray
Peek
Steel
Leek
Bear
Hail
Male
Week
Sail
Hare
Fair
Die
Pale
Loan
Sew
Main
Break
Pore

series of conjunction analyses to dissociate regions of
activation associated with semantic memory retrieval
from that of episodic memory encoding and episodic
memory retrieval.
Semantic Memory Retrieval
Overall, the semantic memory retrieval condition
was associated with significant activation in left hemisphere regions, including the left lateral frontal cortex
(BA 9/10 and 9/45), the left middle temporal cortex (BA
21), and the left interior temporoparietal cortex (BA
39). Although significant left dorsolateral frontal activation has been observed previously when semantic
tasks are compared with phonological tasks (e.g.,
Binder et al., 1999; Poldrack et al., 1999), this is certainly not always the case (e.g., Binder et al., 2000;
Démonet et al., 1992, 1994; Pugh et al., 1996; Shaywitz
et al., 1995). This broad literature, combined with the
fact that the activation observed in the current study
was relatively weak, suggests that the left dorsolateral
frontal cortex is not involved in semantic memory per
se. This issue has been discussed previously by Price et
al. (1997a) who suggest that the left lateral prefrontal

cortex may play a rather more general role in memory;
for example, in the initiation of strategic processes to
facilitate task performance. Because such processes
are likely to be equally relevant to semantic and nonsemantic tasks, comparisons between phonological and
semantic memory conditions may or may not lead to
left lateral frontal activity, depending on the specific
tasks used. In the current study, therefore, the internal
search for the stored representations relating to the
real words used in the homophone task may place a
more significant load on strategic search processes
than the corresponding search in the pseudo-words
task, possibly due to increased interference generated
by the use of familiar word pairs.
Significant activity in more anterior and superior
regions of the frontal cortex (BA9/10) has been observed in some previous studies involving semantic
memory processes (e.g., Buckner et al., 1995b; Martin
et al., 1995; Wagner et al., 1998a), although again this
is not always the case (e.g., Binder et al., 1999, 2000).
Moreover, this region has also been activated in various types of ostensibly nonsemantic retrieval studies,
including episodic memory retrieval (Kohler et al.,

TABLE 1.2
Nonword Pairs Used (15 Pairs for Each Verbal
Encoding-Retrieval Set)
Nonword learned
during encoding

Distracter nonword
during retrieval

Fithering
Dulkies
Sligerit
Pelnel
Puditer
Sladding
Ballop
Hedawakix
Rubid
Juperoly
Commerine
Volderi
Nertez
Hampent
Rejooker
Chark
Tuncher
Tulmin
Tactioner
Atwol
Tilkey
Jayster
Barrock
Deeve
Silner
Narken
Fennerizer
Doster
Trinketine
Glottering

Eithering
Dolkies
Seigerit
Pilnel
Pudiber
Slatting
Bollop
Hebawavix
Pubid
Juseboly
Connerine
Volbeti
Merdez
Hempant
Retooker
Chirk
Tunkner
Tilmun
Tectioner
Atwot
Tilpey
Joyster
Borrack
Deive
Selnir
Nerkan
Femmerizer
Distor
Trinkeline
Glotterung
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TABLE 2
Stereotaxic Coordinates of Activation Associated with Semantic Memory Retrieval
Conjunction analysis of (homophone encoding minus verbal encoding) and (homophone retrieval minus verbal retrieval)
Stereotaxic coordinates
Region
Left Hemisphere
Superior frontal cortex
Dorsolateral frontal cortex
Middle temporal cortex
Middle temporal cortex
Inferior temporoparietal cortex
a

BA

x

y

z

Z score

9/10
9/45
21
21
39

⫺20
⫺44
⫺59
⫺57
⫺42

46
21
1
⫺31
⫺65

20
23
⫺25
⫺7
25

4.70 a
3.62
3.26
3.27
4.84 a

Survives threshold of P ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons.

1998; Maguire et al., 1998), and motor memory retrieval (Jenkins et al., 1994). Again, therefore, it appears unlikely that the left superior frontal cortex is
specifically concerned with word meaning, but rather,
may play a more general role in memory retrieval that
is applicable across several different cognitive domains.
Activation in the left middle temporal cortex (BA 21)
has been associated with tasks involving pictures
(Martin et al., 1995, 1996; Vandenberghe et al., 1996),
words (e.g., Wise et al., 1991; Démonet et al., 1994), and
faces (Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998), suggesting that this
area is involved in semantic processing across multiple
domains. The fact that, in the current study, activation
was observed in this area during semantic memory
retrieval for words supports this general suggestion,
although further neuroimaging studies will be required before more specific conclusions can be drawn.

Previous studies of semantic memory have suggested that the left posterior basal temporal lobe (BA
37) may be crucial for processes involved in the naming
of visual (Moore and Price, 1997; Price and Friston,
1997), tactile (Büchel et al., 1998), and auditory stimuli
(Warburton et al., 1996). For example, in one PET
study, Moore and Price (1997) observed a region of
common activity in the left posterior basal temporal
lobe (BA 37) during two tasks that required naming
visually presented words and naming pictures of everyday objects. The left posterior temporoparietal activation (BA 39) we observed here is located more dorsally to that identified by other studies. Furthermore,
given that the homophone tasks utilised here were not
designed to recruit naming processes, it is unlikely
that this more dorsal BA 39 region subserves a similar
name retrieval role to that of the left basal temporal
lobe (BA 37). On the basis of this study alone, it is

TABLE 3
Stereotaxic Coordinates of Activation Associated with Episodic Memory Encoding
Conjunction analysis of (homophone encoding minus homophone retrieval) and (verbal encoding minus verbal retrieval)
Stereotaxic coordinates
Region
Left hemisphere
Frontopolar cortex
Superior temporal cortex
Middle temporal cortex
Hippocampus/Parahippocampal gyrus
Hippocampus/Parahippocampal gyrus
Middle temporal cortex
Inferior parietal cortex
Right hemisphere
Frontopolar cortex
Medial frontal cortex
Superior temporal cortex
a

BA

x

y

z

Z
score

10
38
21

21
40

⫺12
⫺44
⫺56
⫺28
⫺36
⫺51
⫺57

64
16
⫺6
⫺7
⫺13
⫺32
⫺34

12
⫺24
⫺12
⫺23
⫺20
⫺10
22

5.08 a
3.76
3.41
5.15 a
4.64 a
3.61
5.12 a

10
10
22

8
10
67

68
40
⫺4

⫺3
⫺10
2

4.20
5.13 a
4.29

Survives threshold of P ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons.
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TABLE 4
Stereotaxic Coordinates of Activation Associated
with Episodic Memory Retrieval
Conjunction analysis of (homophone retrieval minus homophone
encoding) and (verbal retrieval minus verbal encoding)
Stereotaxic coordinates
Region
Left hemisphere
Prestriate cortex
Right hemisphere
Striate cortex

BA

x

y

z

Z score

18

⫺18

⫺74

6

Infinite a

17

2

⫺87

6

Infinite a

a
Survives threshold of P ⬍ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons.

difficult to draw precise conclusions, although it seems
likely that this area may mediate processes within
semantic memory that are recruited during the retrieval of word meanings.
Episodic Memory Encoding
The medial temporal lobe structures have long been
associated with various memory processes. In particular, the hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus
have been implicated in long-term memory learning
and recall, including spatial memory in rats (Morris et
al., 1982; Eichenbaum et al., 1990), nonhuman primates (Parkinson et al., 1988; Angeli et al., 1993), and
humans (Maguire et al., 1996; Owen et al., 1996;
Aguirre and D’Esposito, 1997) as well as autobiographical memory in humans (Scoville and Milner, 1957;
Zola-Morgan et al., 1986; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997;
Maguire and Mummery, 1999). The fact that the left
hippocampus/parahippocampal gyri was activated during episodic memory encoding in the present study (see
Fig. 3) is broadly consistent with this view and agrees
more specifically with previous functional neuroimaging studies that have reported medial temporal lobe
activation during new learning of word stimuli (Kelley
et al., 1998; Kopelman et al., 1998; Fernandez et al.,
1998, Wagner et al., 1998a).
More anteriorly, episodic memory encoding was
found to be associated with significant regions of activation in the frontopolar cortex bilaterally (BA 10), and
the right anterior medial frontal cortex (BA 10). While
previous studies of episodic memory encoding have also
activated these regions (Grady et al., 1998; Wagner et
al., 1998b; McDermott et al., 1999a; Lee et al., 2000),
their precise role is unclear. It has been suggested that
the frontopolar cortex may subserve a monitoring process during episodic memory retrieval, during which
information retrieved from memory is evaluated (Rugg
et al., 1998; Allan et al., 2000). Extending this to the
encoding process, it may be that the frontopolar cortex

is more generally involved in the monitoring of memoranda, including new, incoming information that is to
be remembered.
The fact that we observed bilateral frontal cortex
activation provides further evidence against the suggestion that the left prefrontal cortex is predominantly
involved in episodic memory encoding whilst the right
prefrontal cortex is predominantly involved in episodic
memory retrieval (Tulving et al., 1994; Nyberg et al.,
1996). Rather, current results lend further support to
the alternative suggestion that similar regions of the
prefrontal cortex are involved in episodic memory encoding and retrieval when all factors relating to the
type of stimulus material (i.e., modality), are appropriately controlled (Kelley et al., 1998; Wagner et al.,
1998b; McDermott et al., 1999b; Lee et al., 2000).
Episodic Memory Retrieval
In the present study, the episodic memory retrieval
conditions produced significant regions of activation
only in visual cortical areas (BA 17 and 18) in both
hemispheres. This observation is in stark contrast to
the plethora of neuroimaging studies that have consistently reported lateral frontal lobe activations during
episodic memory retrieval (for review see Nyberg and
Cabeza, 2000). A small number of studies have also
failed to observe prefrontal cortical activation during
episodic memory retrieval (Kapur et al., 1995; Schacter
et al., 1996; Klingberg and Roland, 1998) and a likely
explanation seems to be that relatively little activation
is observed in this area when the retrieval task employed is relatively automatic. For example, Klingberg
and Roland (1998) observed no prefrontal cortex activation while subjects were carrying out a pre-trained
paired associate task at a high level of performance
(98% accuracy). In contrast, in studies where prefrontal cortex activation has been observed during memory
retrieval, performance levels have tended to be rather
lower than this, possibly reflecting the less automated
nature of the particular tasks employed. A similar explanation may account for the results of the present
study since retrieval performance was high (i.e., over
92%), in both homophone and verbal retrieval tasks.
Furthermore, since each retrieval task comprised 15
pairs of stimuli presented three times each, it is likely
that the subjects’ choices became increasingly automated during the course of each scan, regardless of
whether they were accurate or not. Since rCBF during
the retrieval conditions was assessed relative to the
encoding conditions, which were undoubtedly less automated, it is likely that prefrontal activation was effectively subtracted out during the retrieval tasks.
The highly significant rCBF changes observed in the
striate and prestriate cortices in association with episodic memory retrieval are likely due to the fact that
during the retrieval tasks, the subjects were presented
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with pairs of stimuli, whereas single stimuli were presented during the encoding tasks. In order to make a
correct choice between these two options, the subjects
presumably alternated their gaze between the two
stimuli, producing more eye movements in the retrieval conditions than in the encoding conditions. Eye
movements and associated increases in visual stimulation are known to increase rCBF in the visual cortex
(Cheng et al., 1995; Paus et al., 1995). It is possible that
some of the activation differences observed in this
study may have arisen as a result difference in the
visual properties of the stimuli used in the encoding
and retrieval conditions. Although such an explanation
seems very unlikely for activation peaks outside of
visual areas, this possibility was addressed explicitly
in a follow up study using fMRI (Lee et al., in submission, 1999). In that study single stimuli with formally
identical visual properties were presented during encoding and retrieval and a very similar pattern of results was found to that presented in the current study.
However, any difference between the visual properties
of the encoding and retrieval conditions is not relevant
to the semantic memory analysis, which is the primary
focus of this paper, since the two contrasts that comprised the conjunction analyses involved either two
visually matched encoding conditions or two visually
matched retrieval conditions (see Table 2). Thus, regions of activation associated with visual stimulation
will have been effectively subtracted out leaving those
regions corresponding to semantic memory retrieval.
Conclusion
The present study used a novel homophone task to
successfully dissociate semantic memory retrieval
from episodic memory encoding and retrieval processes. In summary, semantic memory retrieval was
associated with regions of activation in the left lateral
frontal cortex and the left posterior temporoparietal
cortex. In contrast, episodic memory encoding was associated with left hippocampal and bilateral frontopolar activation in line with previous studies.
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